Index

a-level
- function, 90
- mappings, 63
arithmetic of fuzzy numbers, 41
2-ary additive property of probability,
142
asymptotically chased sequence of sets,
146
Aumann-expectation of an rfv, 23
average level of a fuzzy set, 116

De Blasi-differentiable fuzzy-valued
mapping, 103
De Blasi-differential of a fuzzy-valued
mapping, 103
degenerate fuzzy random variable, 44
determination coefficient, 290
dq-metrics, 89
dual
- copula, 11
- of a fuzzy measure, 156

basic distribution, 144
belief measure, 157
Bertoluzza et al.'s distance
- between compact intervals, 251
- between fuzzy numbers, 254
best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE),
284
- weak, 285
- componentwise, 287
Bobylev differentiable fuzzy-valued
mapping, 108
Bobylev differential of a fuzzy-valued
mapping, 108

equality measure, 176
estimated interval in the interval
regression problem, 234
expected value
- of a fuzzy random variable, 44, 63, 80
- of a random set, 62

cadlag
- functions, 63
- representation of a fuzzy set, 63
capacity functionals, 4
characterizing functions, 193
conditional expectation
- of a fuzzy random variable, 80
- of a set-valued random variable, 73
conical differential of a fuzzy-valued
mapping, 105
conically differentiable fuzzy-valued
mapping, 105
convergence
in graph of a sequence of fuzzy sets,
76
in the Kuratowski-Mosco sense, 71
in the Wijsman topology, 71
copula, 11
covering function of a random set, 4

falling ~easures, 152
f-inequality index, 45
first order fuzzy logic, 3
Frechet-expectation of an rfv, 24
.rc(JRP)-linear mapping, 90
.rc(JRP)-positive mapping, 91
fundamental set of the minimal event,
172
fuzzified regression model, 283
fuzzy p-value, 227
fuzzy a posteriori density, 201
fuzzy combined sample, 196
fuzzy equivalent
of a confidence interval, 223
- of a one-sided confidence interval,
223
fuzzy HPD-region, 203
fuzzy measure, 156
fuzzy number, 193, 250
fuzzy observed test size, 227
fuzzy predictive density, 204
fuzzy random variable, 22, 44, 63, 80,
90, 131, 209, 222
fuzzy test, 223
fuzzy value of the predictive density,
204
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fuzzy-valued
- martingale, 80
- random variable, 80
submartingale, 80
supermartingale, 80
general variance of an rfv, 29
generalized
- fuzzy statistical class, 186
- Hausdorff metric, 43
- Hukuhara difference, 290
graph of a fuzzy set in F.(X), 76
Hausdorff metric, 24, 62, 88, 102, 115
Hukuhara
difference, 293
derivative of a fuzzy-valued mapping,
106

differentiable fuzzy-valued mapping,
106
hyperbolic inequality index, 49
inequality
indices of a fuzzy random variable,
45
index of the Shannon type, 46
input variable in the interval regression
problem, 234
input vector in the interval regression
problem, 234
integrable
- fuzzy random variable, 80
- set-valued random variable, 73
integrably bounded
- fuzzy random variable, 44, 63, 80
- set-valued random variable, 73
integral inclusion measure, 176
integral of a set-valued function, 116
intersection of regular statistical
classes, 175
interval coefficient vector in the interval
regression problem, 234
interval regression model, 234
interval-valued fuzzy logic, 3
irregular statistical class, 179
Kolmogorov inequality, 33
law of large numbers, 32

law of the iterated logarithm in
F(IRP)), 65
least squares
- method, 289
- estimator, 290
linear dependece between two fuzzy
random variables, 255
linear prevision, 135
Lipschitz condition for fuzzy sets in
Fc(IRP), 103
lower probability, 126, 160
lower regression model, 236
LP-based interval regression, 235
magnitude
- of a random set, 89
- of a set in JC(IRP), 88
measurable selection of a set-valued
random variable, 72
measurable set-valued function, 116
meet-system, 142
minimum combination rule, 195
Mosco topology on JC.(X), 71
n-copula, 11
necessity measure, 157
necessity
- of dominance, 226
- of strict dominance, 226
nested random set, 7
norm on JC.(X), 70
omega square-distributed, 34
w 2 -distribution, 35

one-sided fuzzy interval, 223
original of a fuzzy random variable, 209
Pettis expectation, 28
pi-differentiable fuzzy-valued mapping,
105
pi-differential of a fuzzy-valued
mapping, 105
p-Iocal inclusion measure of a statistical
class into another one, 175
plausibility measure, 157
positive fuzzy random variable, 44
possibilistic
- prevision, 134
possibilistic

Index
possibility
- measure, 157
- of dominance, 225
- of strict dominance, 225
primitive measure, 158
proba on a meet-system, 143
probabi on a meet-system, 143
product of fuzzy numbers, 251
QP-based interval regression, 239
Radon-Nikodym property of a Banach
space, 74
Ramik and Rimanek's strong dominance criterion, 42
random
LR-fuzzy number, 35
- fuzzy set, 16
- fuzzy variable, 22
- set, 4, 62, 88, 125
recurrent additive property of
probability, 143
regular sequence of sets, 146
regular statistical class, 174
representable possibilistic prevision,
135
representation of the possibilistic
prevision, 135
represented probability associated with
a falling measure, 152
p2-distance, 29
s-differentiable fuzzy-valued mapping,
109
s-differential of a fuzzy-valued mapping,

- fuzzy logic, 3
- possibility distribution, 135
selectors of a set-valued function, 116
set-valued
- martingale, 74
- random variable, 72
- submartingale, 74
- supermartingale, 74
strong law in F(B), 64
sum of fuzzy numbers, 251
support function
- in Kc(lRP ), 88, 102
- of a fuzzy set in Fc(lR P ), 103
supremum metric
- on Fc(lR), 43
- on F(B), 62
t-norms, 11
test based on a fuzzy sample, 210
Test with LR-fuzzy numbers, 37
type-i hyper-measurable space, 151
union of regular statistical classes, 175
upper inverse of a measurable set, 125
upper probability of a measurable set,
126, 160
upper regression model, 235
vector characterizing function, 195
weakly additive fuzzy measure, 162
Wijsman topology on K.(X), 71
(X)division generated by a finite
meet-system, 143

109

second order
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Yager's ranking criterion, 43

